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What does
“inteyation’’ mean?
Integration is a
property of tool
intewelationsh+s.
Understanding it
will help us design
better tools and
integration
mechanisms.

siderable discussion in recent years about
the integration of software-engineering
environments, perhaps beginning with
the use of “integrated” in the term lPSE
(integrated project-support environment)
and continuing with the coinage of the
terms ICASE (integrated CASE) and
ISEE (integrated software-engineering
environment).
Although some have tried to define
precisely what “intcgration” means in
these terms, we believe these definitions
are not as precise as they should be. We
believe integration is not a property of a
single tool, but of its relationships with
other elements in the environment,
chiefly other tools, a platform, and a process. Of these, we believe the key notion is
the relationships between tools and the
properties of these relationships.

Tool integration is about the extent to
which tools agree. The subject of these
agreements may include data format,
user-interface conventions, use of common functions, or other aspects of tool
construction. To determine how well
tools agree - and how well they are integrated into an environment - we propose a framework that focuses on d&nzng
integration, independently of the mechanisms and approaches used to support integration.
Our purpose is to identify the goals of
integration and propose some questions
that establish what information is needed
to know that these goals have been
reached. In thls respect, we are following
Victor Basili and David Weiss’s approach
for metria development, in which they
advocate identifymg goals, questions that
refine the goals, and quantifiable tnemcs
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tools. The software-engineeringcommunity generally agrees on the importance of
these four tool relationships,but the definitions of integration properties are not as
precise as they should be.
Figure 1 shows an entity-relationship
diagram depicting a single tool, four relationships, and our elaborated properties
for each relationship. T h e four wellknown relationshipsare
+ Presentation: The goal of presentation integration is to improve the efficiency and effectivenessof the user’s intertion;
and
pmces,
action with the environment by reducing
concerned with the role
his cognitive load.
of toolsqin the software
+ Data: The goal of data integration is
process.‘
to ensure that all the information in the
W e extend Wasserenvironment is managed as a consistent
man’sanalysisbybuilding
whole, regardless of how parts of it are
on his definitions of preoperated on and transformed.
sentation, data, control,
+ Conwo~’:The goal of control integraand process integration.
tion is to allow the flexible combination of
O u r elaborations are
an enpironment’s functions, accordmg to
based on experience with framework serproject preferences and driven by the unvices and integrated environments and an
derlying processes the environment supanalysis of the issues. Because our focus is
ports.
on the relationshipamong tools,we do not
+ Procea: T h e goal of process integraconsider platform integration, which we
tion is to ensure that tools interact effecregard as providmg the basic elements on
tively in support of a defined process.
which the agreement policies and usage
Our approach uses binary relationconventions for tools are built.
ships, which raises the issue of whether
integration should be defined as how well
TWO POINTS OF VIEW
t w o tools are integrated or if it should be
d e h e d as how well many tools are inteThere are two points of view in the TOOL INTEGRATION
grated. We believe that the second d e h discussion ofintegration: the environment
T h e goal ofa software-engineeringen- tion can be adequately captured as an aguser’s and the environment builder’s. The
environment user is concerned with per- vironment is “to provide effective support gregate property, derived from how well
We be- individual tool pairs are integrated. Howceived integration at the environment’s for an effectivesoftware p~ocess.”~
interface. The user desires a seamless tool lieve support is more effective if the envi- ever, our focus on how well two tools are
collection that facilitates the construction ronment is integrated -if all its compo- integrated does not mean that we support
of systems on time and w i h budget. T h e nents function as part of a single, integration mechanisms that allow “private” tool agreements. It is important to
environment builder, who assembles and consistent, coherent whole.
Integration means that dungs function distinguish a d+nztion of integration from
integrates tools, is concerned with the feasibility and effort needed to achieve th~s as members of a coherent whole. When a good mechanism for integration support.
we say, “Ais well integrated with B,” we
perceived integration.
Presentation ‘ntegratkn. T h e goal of reT h e user would hke to see well-inte- are really making many statements begrated tools; the builder would like to see cause A and B are composites with many ducing a user’s cognitiveload should apply
easily integrable tools. Both perspectives characteristics. To understand howwellA is to individualtools, tool sets, and the enviare important, and many of the integra- integrated with Brequiresa carefulexamina- ronment as a whole. It can be aclueved by
letting users reuse their experience in
tion properties we describe are meaning- tion and comparison of each characteristic.
We extend Wasserman’s four lands of interacting with other tools by
ful from both points ofview.
+ reducing the number of interaction
Our more precise way of looking at integration by identifymgseveralwell-deintegration has proved useful to four fined properties that characterizethe vari- and presentation paradigms in the envigroups: users,tool evaluators,tool writers, ous integration relationships between ronment.

that provide the information to answer the
questions.’ However, we do not propose
quantifiableintegration metria here.
Anthony Wasserman identified five
kinds of integration: plagim, which is
concerned with framework services; presentation, concemed with
user interaction; data,
concemed with the use of
data by tools; c~ztrol,concemed with tool communication and interopera-

and framework-technology builders. It
provides them with a definitional fi-amework in which
+ users can characterize areas in their
environments in which tools should be
better integrated;
tool evaluators can
identify criteria to evaluate tool sets they want to
include in an integrated
environment;
+ tool writers can examine design and architectural issues as they develop the next generation
of integrated environments and identify good
practice for the use of
emerging integrationsupport
mechanisms; and
_.
+ framework-technology builders can explain how proposed and existing integration mechanisms contribute to improvements in integration in terms of the properties described here.
We have tried to separate integration
properties so as to identify them as clearly
and independently as possible. In practice,
we know that tool writers can use a single
integration-support mechanism to improve several integration properties.

-

There are two
VieWpOinh in the
discussion of
integration: the
environment user‘s
and the environment
buiIder‘s .
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appearance and interadion behavior?

CONTROL INTEGRATION

Figure 1. Entity-relationship diagram depicting U single tool,four relationships,and elaboratedpropwties.fmeach relationship.

providing interaction and presentation paradigms that match the user’s mental models,
+ meeting the user’s response-time expectations, and
+ ensuring that correct, useful information is maintained at the disposition of
the user.
We identifytwo properties in &IS class,
whch we base on the relationshps between the user interfacesof two tools: appearance and behavior integration and interaction-paradigm integration.
Appeamnce and behavior. T h s property answers the question, How easy is it to interact with one tool, having already learned
to interact with the other? In other words,
how similar are the tools’ screen appearance and interaction behavior?
Two tools are said to be well integrated
with respect to appearance and behavior
integration if a user’s experience with and
expectations of one can be applied to the
other.
Appearance and behavior integration
captures the similarities and differences
between the lexical level of the two tools’
user interfaces - how the mouse clicks,
the format of the menu bars, and so on. It
also covers some aspects of their ~ r ” ’ t a c t i c
level differences and similarities - the
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order of commands and parameters, uniformity of the presentation of choices in
dialogue boxes, and so on.
Both Motif and OpenLook specify
compliance levels that are relevant here.
However, both leave aspects of appearance and behavior undefined, which may
lead to unnecessary, confusing differences
between the appearance and behavior of
two tools.
A broader definition of appearanceand
behavior should also cover response-time
aspects. Similar interactionswith two tools
should have similar response times for
them to be well integrated with respect to
this property. Appearance and behavior
might also include using a common meaning for verbs and commands.

gle metaphor may be awkward or illadapted for some cases, while using many
metaphors may provide one that is wellsuited for each case but makesit difficult to
transfer experiencebetween tools.
For example, a tool to access and
browse a database may use a filingsystem
metaphor, with filing cabinets, drawers,
dossiers, and so on. This metaphor might
impose a strict containment relationship
between cabinets and drawers and between drawers and dossiers. Another tool
for accessing the same information may
present a different metaphor that involves
navigating around a hypertext smcture,
with no emphasis on containment relationships.
A user who must use both tools may be
confused by the different navigation metaphors, so we would say that these two
tools are not well-integrated with respect
to their interaction paradigms.

lntemcfionpmdigm. This property answers
the question, “How easy is it to interact
with one tool having already leamed the
interaction paradigm of the other?” In
other words, to what extent do two tools use
Data m t e y a h The information mas d a r metaphors and mental models to nipulated by tools includes persistent and
minimiw learning and usage interference? nonpersistent data (which does not surTwo tools are said to be well integrated vive the execution of the tools that are
with respect to interaction-paradigm inte- sharing or exchanging it). T h e goal is to
gration if they use the same metaphors and maintain consistent information, regardmental models.
less of how parts of it are operated on and
Clearly, it is important to balance the transformed by tools.
use of one versus many metaphors. A sinData integration between two tools is not
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relevant when they deal with disjoint data.
Also the data-integration properties
should reflecz the use of the “same” data by
tools, even if that data is represented differently or can be deduced from other data.
We have identified five properties in
t h ~ sclass, defined between the data managemendrepresentation aspects of two
tools: interoperability,
nonredundancy, data
consistency, data exchange, and sYnc~oniza-

make it available to the second tool, the
data must be run through a conversion
program. From the environment builder’s
point of view, these two design tools are
not as well integrated with respect to
interoperability integration as two tools
that use the same fomiat and model. If the
user must initiate the conversion, the tools
are also not well integrated from the user’s
point of view.
Tools are well inte-

tion.

pted
when they have a
common view of data.
Some environments
achieve this common
view by using common
internal structures for the
infomiation they manipulate (such as prograns and design amfacts).Examples include the Interlisp environment and Rational’s Ada environment.
Other environment5 use common schem a ~ Exaiiples
.
include Pact4 and IBMs
ADKycle Information Model.’

-

Tools are well
integrated when they
have a common view
of data.

/nteroprobi/* Suppose a
tool using some data in
the environment has a
certain view of that data.
Another tool may need to
use some or all of the data used by the first
tool but may have a different view of that
data. How views differ can range from the
pedarities of character representations
to differences in the information model
each tool assumes and captures in schemas. Two tools may even assume different seniantics for data stored using the
same schema.
T h e interoperability-integration
property answers the question, “How
much work must be done to make the data
used by one tool manipulable by the
other?” In other words, what must be
done for the two tools to see the data as a
consistent whole?
This property illustrates the different
viewpoints of the user and builder. The
environment user may perceive that two
tools are well integrated because they
present a common schema at the user interface, even if each tool actually has a different data model. The environment
budder will see that the tools are not well
integrated, because they use different data
modelsandrequirealotofwork to make the
data of one tool manipulable by the other.
Two tools are said to be well integrated
with respect to interoperability integration if they require little work for them to
be able to use each other’s data.
For example, suppose a design tool
produces data in a certain format and that
data must be manipulated by another tool
that expects data in a different format. To

Nmredundunq T h ~ property
s
answers the
question, “How much data managed by a
tool is duplicated in or can be derived from
the data managed by the other?” In other
words, it identifies the redundancy in the
data that the two tools independently store
and manipulate.
Two tools are said to be well integrated
with respect to nonredundancy integration if they have little duplicate data or
data that can be automatically derived
from other data.
Redundant information in a database,
whether duplicate or derived, is undesirable because it is difficult to maintain consistency. Nonredundancy is relevant even
if the tools store their data in the same
database.
Well-integrated tools should minimize
redundant data. For example,suppose two
project-management tools, which operate
on the same data, use the concept of a
project task. One assumes that tasks have
two attributes, start-date and end-date;
the other assumes that tasks have two attributes, star-date and duration. Although
both tools use the same start-date, they are
not well integrated from the builder’s

point of view because duration can be derived from the start-date and end-date.
Designers of environments that must
maintain consistent duplicate and derived
data must choose strategies for timing the
updates to the duplicateand derived datathe well-known “refresh-time’’ problem.
Avoiding duplicated data in a database
still allows the use of replicated data, which
a distributed database might provide to
improve robusmess or performance.
Dutu c o m i ~ t e ~Maintaining
.
the consistency of duplicate or derived data is a frequently observed special case of how to
maintain some general semantic constraint on the data. For example, a designer may want to ensure that the sum of
certain attributes in the database is less
than some value: Tool 1 manipulates some
data A, Tool 2 manipulates some data B,
and there is a semantic constraint relating
the permissible values of A and B.
T h e data-consistency property answers the question, “How well do the tools
indicate the actions they perfomi on data
that is subject to sonic semantic constraint
so that other parts ofthe environment can
act appropriately?” In other words, how
well do two tools cooperate to maintain
the semantic constraints on the data they
manipulate?
Two tools are said to be well integrated
with respect to data-consistency integration if each tool indicates its actions and
the effects on its data that are the subject of
semantic constmints that also refer to data
managed by the other tool.
Doto exchunge. Two tools may want to exchange data. T h e data may be in the fonn
of initial values communicated from the
first tool to the second when it starts execution or it may be in the fonn of values
passed to a tool while it is executing. To
exchange data effectively, the tools must
agree on data format and semantics.
This property answers the question,
“How much work must be done to make
the data generated by one tool usable by
the other?’ In other words, what must be
done to make the data generated by one
executing tool manipulable by the other?
Two tools are said to be well integrated
~~~
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with respect to data-exchange integration
if little work on format and semanticsis required for them to be able to exchangedata.
This definition is very similar to the
interoperability definition, but data-exchange integration also applies to nonpersistent data.
Some environments may allow the environment builder, rather than the tool designer, to decide which data is persistent.
We make the distinction between data-exchange and interoperability because the
mechanisms that support data-exchange
integration may be different from the
mechanisms that support interoperability
integration, although some environments
may use the data-management system to
implement interoperability integration.
T h e definition of persistent data is independent of whether or not the data is
stored in a database. Data-exchange integration is also relevant whether or not the
two tools use the same database.
Suppose you have two project-management tools. The first is a scheduling
tool that displays a network of project
tasks, each represented as an icon. Each
task icon has a user-defined name represented as a task-type attribute in the
environment’s database. The second tool
is a time sheet that lets the user record time
spent on projea tasks. T h e user interface
to the second tool is a spreadsheet, with
each column headed by a task identifier
that is used as an account number for
charging. T h s task identifier is also stored
as a task-type attribute in t h e
environment’s database.
Now suppose the user wants to copy a
task icon from the scheduling tool and
paste it into the task-identifier cell of the
time-sheet tool, which would then display
the task identifier of the task icon. Clearly,
both tools must agree on the format and
semantics of the data exchanged via the
copy-and-paste mechanism.
Synchronizatiion. In general, a single tool
will manipulate some persistent data and
will also need nonpersistent data for execution. This is also true of a set of cooperating tools, whch typically will manipulate persistent data (and interoperability,
nonredundancy, and data-consistency
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xoperties determine how well integrated gard, control integration complements
hey are to do h s ) . Cooperating tools may data integration.
Data integration addresses data repreilso need to maintain the consistency of
h e nonpersistent data that may be repli- sentation, conversion, and storage issues;
control integration addresses control:ated in several tools in a set.
T h e synchronization property answers transfer and service-sharing issues. We
h e question, “How well does a tool com- have identified two properties, defined on
nunicate changes it makes to the values of the control relationship between two
ionpersistent, common data so that other tools: provision and use.
:ools it is cooperating with may synchrohovision. This property answers the
i z e their values for the data?” Two tools
ire well integrated with respect to syn- question, “To what extent are a tool’s ser:hronization integration if all the changes vices used hy other tools in the environto all shared nonpersistent data made by ment?”
A tool is said to be well integrated with
m e tool are communicated to the other.
Suppose a set of development tools in- respect to provision integration if it offers
dudes a debugger and a browser. The set services other tools in the environment
might have been constructed with the idea require and use.
Suppose you are building a projectthat the debugger and browser would
ihare a single current-source-code-line
management tool that requires the user to
enter a brief description
Dosition. When the deof project tasks. Such a
bugger stops at a breakI
tool requires an editing
point, it changes the current source-code-line
service to enter textual
position, which t h e
task descriptions. In &IS
case, provision integrabrowser uses to display
tion refers to the extent to
the lines above and below
which the editing tool
curren t-source-codeline. Both tools need a consistentviewof h s provides the services required by the projdatum and must inform each other of ect-management tool.
changes they make w i t
T h s definition is very similar to dataUse. Thls property answers the quesconsistency integration, except it applies tion, “To what extent does a tool use the
to nonpersistent data. We make the dis- services provided by other tools in the entinction because the mechanisms used to vironment?”
A tool is well integrated with respect to
support synchronization may be different
from the mechanisms used to support data use integration if it appropriately uses the
consistency. Both mechanisms must de- services offered by other tools in the envifine a refresh time to communicate ronment.
Achieving high use integration rechanges between tools.
quires modular tools. A tool written withControl integration. To support flexible out regard for replacing services that it
function combinations, tools must share provides with similar services will not
functionality. Ideally, all the functions of- achieve good use integration. The same
fered by all the tools in an environment tool could be written so that it either exshould be accessible (as appropriate) to all pects certain servicesin its execution enviother tools, and the tools that provide ronment and provides a means of incorfunctions need not know what tools will be porating such services into the tool o r
provides a convenient way of replacing a
constructed to use their functions.
For tools to share functionality, they tool-provided service with a comparable
must be able to communicate the opera- service offered by another tool in the entions to be performed. Because operations vironment.
T h e project-management tool in t h e
require data, the tools must also communicate data or data references. In h s re- earlier example would be highly inteI
I

.
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Achieving high use
integration requires
modular tools.
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frucesss step. This propeny answers the
question, “How well do relevant tools in the
environment combine to support the performance of a process step?”
T h e performance of a process step will
often be decomposed into executions of
various tools. Tools often have precondiProcess ‘nteyot’on. There are three di- tions that must be true before they can
mensions to ensuring that tools interact perform work to achieve
well to support a defined process:6
their goals. A tool’s pre+ A process stq is a unit of work that conditions are satisfied
yields a result. Assessing design perfor- when other tools achieve
their goals.
mance is a process step.
Tools are said to be
+ A process event is a condition that
arises during a process step that may result well integrated
with rein the execution of an associated action. spect to process-step inConducting a successful compile may re- tegration if the goals they
.
sult in the scheduling of a unit test.
achieve are part of a CO+ Aprocess constraint restricts some as- herent decomposition of
pect of the process. A constraint might be the Drocess steD and ifacthat no person can have more than 10 pro- complishing these goals
cess steps assigned to them concurrently.
lets other tools achieve their own goals.
Tools can be poorly integrated for sevA tool embodies a set of assumptions
about the processes in which it may be eral reasons. T h e goals achieved by two
used; two tools are well integrated with relevant tools can be incompatible in that
respect to process if their assumptions one tool makes it harder for the other tool
about the process are consistent. The de- to achieve its goals. Similarly, the goals
gree of consistency between the process achieved by one relevant tool can be inassumptions of tools strongly influences compatible with the preconditions necesthe degree ofpotential process integration sary for the other relevant tool to execute.
Suppose a compile-and-debug process
for all the process-integration properties
we identified.
step uses a C++ preprocessor, a C comObviously, tools that make few process piler, and a debugger.The C++preprocesassumptions (like most text editors and sor accepts C++and generates C, which is
compilers) are easier to integrate than compiled. T h e debugger, which is intools that make many process assumptions tended to sipport source-level debugging,
(like those that support a specific design uses infonnation generated by the C commethod prescriptively or generate test piler. It does not know that the C program
skeletons from a design notation).
was generated by a C++preprocessor.
Whether we need to consider how well
In this case, the C++compilation chain
two tools are integrated with respect to pro- and the debugger are not well integrated
cess integration depends on whether they with respect to process-step integration
are both relevant to the same process step. because the functions of the C++compilaFor example, the relevant tools in asaing tion chain and the debugger do not form a
design performance might be a graphical coherent decomposition of the compiledesign tool and a performance-analysistool. and-debug step that would permit sourceOther tools that may be irrelevant to th~s level debugging of the C++program.
process step are the assemblerand debugger.
Whether a tool is relevant or irrelevant deEvent. This property answers the quespends on the process property.
tion, “How well do relevant tools in the
We identified three process-integra- environment agree on the events they
tion properties, defined on the process re- need to support a particular process?”
lationship between two tools:process step,
There are two aspects to event agreeevent, and constraint.
ment. First, a relevant tool’s preconditions
grated with the editing tool with respect to
use integration if it used the editing tool’s
services. The project-management tool
would then have to provide a convenient
way to replace its text-editingserviceswith
those offered by the editing tool.

should reflect events generated by other
relevant tools. Second, a relevant tool
should generate events that help satisfy
other relevant tools’ preconditions.
Tools are said to be well integrated with
respect to event integration if they generate and handle event notifications consistently (when one tool indicates an event
has occurred, another tool
responds to that event).
Suppose you want to
plan and schedule a module unit test. TO do so, the
process requires that
1. the module be
completelydeve~oped(for
example, i t has run
through the Unix lint tool
cleanly),
2 . the module be
checked into the configuration-management system, and
3. test personnel be available.
In other words, the notification of all
three events is a precondition to unit-test
scheduling.In tlus case, the lint tool might
generate an event indicating a module has
passed through lint cleanly, the configuration-management tool might generate an
event indicating a completed module has
been checked into the system, and a resource-availability tool might generate an
event indicating that test personnel are
available. These tools would be well integrated with the unit-test s c h e d d g tool
because they generate the eventsnecessary
to satisfy its preconditions.
Events have some similarities with the
data-trigger mechanisms that are part of
some persistent object-management systems. One major difference is that events
may be signaled without changes to persistent or nonpersistent common data; they indicate only that somedung of interest and
relevance to the process has occurred.

-

we shouldbe
designing and building
tools to take
advantage of the
lntegrafion support
mechanisms ovoilobk-
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Ccxrdront. This property answers the
question, “How well do relevant tools in
the environment cooperate to enforce a
constraint?”
There are two aspects to enforcing a constraint First, one tool’s permitted functions
may be constrained by another‘s functions.
Second, a tool’s functions may constrain an-
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other tool’s permitted fimctions.
Tools are said to be well integrated with
respect to constraint integration if they
make similar assumptionsabout the range
of constraints they recognize and respect.
At first glance, constraint integration
may appear to be the same as data-consistency integration. However, data-consistency integration is concerned with constraints on data values; whereas, constraint
integration is concerned with constraints
on process states and how such process
constraints affect tool functioning. If process-state information, such as the statusof
variousprocess steps,is modeled and managed in the environment’s data-management system, then the mechanisms that
support data-consistency integration can
also support constraint integration.
Suppose a process constraint is that the
same person cannot both code and test a
module. In t l s case, if the resource-allocation tool that assigns a coding task to a
person then prohbits the configurationmanagement tool from letting that person
checkout the same module for testing, the
resource-allocationtool is well integrated
with respect to constraint integration with
the configuration-managementtool.

I

n this article, we have emphasized definitions of integration properties on relationships between tools rather than the
specific integration-support mechanisms.
T h e designs of integration-support
mechanisms and tools do not proceed independently. Integration-support mechanisms are not developed assuming a constant model of how tools are written.
Similarly, tools and tool architectures
must evolve to take advantage of the new
generation of integration-support mechanisms.
Instead of asking how the integrationsupport mechanisms support tools, we
should be aslung how to design and build
tools so they can best take advantageof the
mechanisms available. Brian Nejmeh offers advice on how to do this.’
This article describes a model of environment frameworks that identifies
framework services, tools that offer other
services, data-management services, and so
on. Some proponents of object-orientation
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-gue that these distinctions are false and
nnecessary - that all services a n be proided by operations associated with obrts.IIowever, itisstill truethatsomeobject
p s are defined as important to the system
id that these objects have predefined operions. Also, each object requires executionngine servicesand persistent data managelent for its implementation, in addition to
iterobject communication. The i n t e p on properties we have identified are largely

indcpendent of an cn\;ironnient’stechnology base atid are relevant to object-oriented environments.
We helieve other environment eleinelits -including the characzerization of
the software process - have relationships that could be analyzed using this
technique. \%’e look forward to cxtending and refining this set of relationships
and properties as our understanding of
to(11 integration grows.

+
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